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Abstract—In this paper a multi-classifier method for early recognition of handwritten gesture is presented. Unlike the other works which study the early recognition problem related to the time, we propose to make the recognition according to the quantity of incremental drawing of handwritten gestures. We train a segment length based multi-classifier for the task of recognizing the handwritten touch gesture as early as possible. To deal with potential similar parts at the beginning of different gestures, we introduce a reject option to postpone the decision until ambiguity persists. We report results on two freely available datasets: MGSet and ILG. These results demonstrate the improvement we obtained by using the proposed reject option for the early recognition of handwritten gestures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generally, an online gesture recognition system produces its result just after the user has completed his/her gesture. However, some applications need to predict the intention of users without waiting for the completion of their gestures. For example, in [1], [2] handwriting gestures are used for both abstract actions (e.g., shortcut for command or character input) and direct manipulation (drag, rotation, etc.). The co-existence of these two usages requires a feedback as soon as possible to be consistent with a direct manipulation. Hence, an Early Recognition (ER) strategy is desirable to cope with these two kinds of commands.

ER works have been developed for motion prediction problems [3], [4]. A basic idea is to employ a partial matching method, where the recognition result of an input pattern is determined by the matching distance of its beginning part from reference patterns. The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is a widely used method to search for an optimal partial alignment. Another approach is combination of classifiers \( \{h_1,...,h_t,...,h_T\}\) [5], [6], where \( h_t \) is a weak frame classifier at \( t^{th} \) frame (i.e., time \( t \)). The recognition result at the \( t^{th} \) frame will be determined by combining \( t \) recognition results provided by \( \{h_1,...,h_t\} \). This method assumes the input pattern having the same performing speed as the reference pattern.

Unlike the previous works that investigate the early recognition based on time frame, we believe that the time frame does not represent the motion information. We study in this work early recognition for handwritten touch gestures and do not make any assumption regarding the size and the speed of these gestures. In other words, a handwritten gesture may vary from writing speed and gesture size. Gesture which moves very slowly contains less information frame by frame. We propose that the early recognition should be investigated based on difference of the motion rather than difference of the time. A difficulty is the gesture size normalization. In training process, usually a classification system normalizes each gesture to a fixed size bounding box before feature extraction so that the value of features can be unified to a fixed scale. However, in early recognition it is difficult to normalize the early part of a gesture without knowing the size of the full gesture. Fig. 1 shows an example of this problem. Fig. 1(a) is a normalized gesture which is assumed to be a template. Fig. 1(b) (c) are two unknown gestures with different sizes. As displayed on this figure, without normalization, considering a partial trajectory with a length \( l \), it could be a small part of a large gesture or a large part of a small gesture. Therefore, the problem to solve corresponds to achieve a partial matching in a size free context.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig.2, it is a very general case that two gestures have similar shape in their beginning part. An ER system should be able to reject for ambiguous recognition and wait for enough information to make a decision. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has few discussion in the related works.

In brief, we propose to build an early recognition system being able to deal with ambiguous common parts under free drawing context for handwriting gesture recognition. We control the progress of the gesture using its length instead of time duration. We propose a multi-classifier system to deal with the early part normalization problem. A reject option is involved to postpone the decision until enough confidence is achieved. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the related work of handwritten gesture recognition and early recognition. Then section III presents the structure of the multi-classifier method and the reject option strategy. Next in section IV, we report the experimental result to show the earliness and accuracy of the system. Experiments are conducted on two freely available dataset ILG [7] and MGSet [8]. The ILG dataset contains common mono-touch gestures which are assumed for abstract command while the MGSet contains special multi-touch gestures which can be both used for abstract command and direct manipulation. Finally, we conclude this work and discuss the perspectives.

II. RELATED WORK

A typical partial matching method can be found in the work of Mori et al. [3], they use DTW to recognize a set of 18 categories of hand postures in a video stream. The partial matching is achieved by traversing all time frames of the reference pattern to find the minimum distance. In [4], they propose to compare the posture at each individual time t rather than comparing the posture sequence. They try to solve the ambiguous beginning part by calculating the distance gap between the most and second most similar gestures, i.e. the result is determined when the difference of the first two best classes is larger than a threshold.

In [6] a multi-classifier method is proposed to take early decision. Each frame classifier hi is trained using the feature vectors of the tth frame. The early recognition result at an arbitrary frame t is obtained from a weighted combination of the frame classifier h0,...,ht. However, this method assumes that all the training patterns have the same time length T. Su et al. [9] also use boost algorithms to make early recognition for facial expression. A traditional boosting technique is applied to select a set of weak classifiers. Then a weight propagation is adopted to temporally combine the classifiers into a strong classifier. More works on boost classifier can be found in [5].

In another way, Weber et al. [10] apply Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) for the task of recognizing motion templates from body as early as possible. They achieve 92% accuracy rate with average earliness less than one second (24.7 frames).

Note that most of the works mentioned above deal with the ER problem for video stream. There are few ER works on on-line 2D handwritten gesture whose signal is captured on touch screen. Since the length of on-line 2D trajectory is measurable, we propose that the ER for handwritten gesture should be investigated based on difference of motion rather than difference of time. We aim to give a generic framework of multi-classifier early recognition which can be implemented with different kind of classifiers.

III. MULTI-CLASSIFIER EARLY RECOGNITION

To deal with the size normalization problem for ER, we propose a multi-classifier recognition system as shown in Fig. 3. The global gestures are divided into several parts, and each classifier is trained to recognize a different sub-part, representing incomplete gestures. However a trajectory with a length l could be a small part of a large gesture or a large part of small gesture. In other words, a coming incomplete gesture (i.e. an incomplete trajectory) can not be explicitly sent to a certain classifier according to its length because we can not estimate the size of its potential full gesture. Therefore, in the recognition stage, and unlike what has been done in the training stage, the successive incomplete trajectories will be processed by all classifiers. The recognition result is determined by a fusion of the results from all classifiers. Meanwhile, each classifier incorporates two reject options: ambiguity rejection and outlier rejection. The former one aims at dealing with the common beginning parts. It avoids to make the decision if a gesture is similar to another one. The latter one rejects the gestures which are out of its scope so that it would let other classifiers make the decision. The classifier training will be detailed in section II.A. The rejection algorithm and fusion of classifiers will be proposed in sections II.B and C.

Fig. 2. Ambiguity of two gestures for early recognition problem. pAD and pBD are the finger down points. pAE and pBE are the finger up points. The two gestures have a common beginning part.

Fig. 3. The structure of our proposed multi-classifier early recognition system.

A. Segment Classifier

Consider a set of N training gestures x i = p0, ..., p w normalized and centered in the unit square bounding box. As we discussed in section I, users may perform a same gesture at different speeds. In other words, during a fixed time interval Δt the length of the gestures performed by different users may be different. We consider a curvilinear distance segmentation rather than a time segmentation, i.e. a gesture will be early recognized every Δl length of its trajectory.

As displayed in Fig.3, early recognition is realized by combining classifiers hi,...,hn. Since we control early recognition with a length information, each classifier is trained by...
with different lengths of the gestures. Thus, we first segment the training gestures under a fixed length interval $l_I$. Fig. 4 illustrates the segmentation of a gesture.

From all the training gestures, we build $n$ segment sets $S_i$, with $i = 1, ..., n$, where each $S_i$ set represents all the segments of $Sg_i$, whose length is equal or less than $il_I$. Since the training gestures are not assumed to have the same length, the number of training gestures in different $S_i$ may be different. $S_1$ will always cover the beginning part of all the training gestures, while $S_i$ only contains the gestures which are longer than $(i-1)l_I$. We denote the segment classifiers as $\{h_1, ..., h_i, ..., h_n\}$, each classifier $h_i$ is trained by the feature vectors of the $i$th segment set $S_i$.

In the recognition step, as we explained in Fig. 1 an arbitrary input gesture $x$ at length $l$ ($(i-1)l_I < l < il_I$) can not be specifically recognized by classifier $h_i$ because of the size free context. Therefore, an arbitrary gesture $x$ should be processed by all the classifiers and determined by the one giving the highest probability value. Let $h_j(x, c_i)$ be the probability of the best class $c_i$ obtained by the classifier $h_j$, the result of multi-classifier is

$$H(x, c_i) = \max_{j=1, ..., n} h_j(x, c_i).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

B. Rejection Algorithm

Referring to the work in [11] [12], our reject option is designed from two aspects: ambiguity and outlier. Fig. 5 illustrates reject option boundary based on a classification space. The ambiguity refers to the patterns which are near the pair-wise classification hyperplane. These patterns reflects the common part ambiguity as depicted in Fig. 2. The outlier refers to the patterns which are far away from the training samples. Because of the size free context that an input pattern can not be specifically recognized to a certain classifier, the outlier rejection is used by each classifier to explicitly reject the pattern which does not belong to the scope of this classifier.

1) Ambiguity rejection: We deduce from Fig. 5 that a good ambiguity rejection solution is to define a class-pair dependent threshold which rejects the ambiguous patterns close to the pair-wise hyperplane. However, it is inefficient to maintain the entire class pair space when the class number is large. A trade-off is to use class dependent threshold that defines an ambiguity boundary against all the other classes. We define as in [12] the reliability function $\psi_i^{Amb}$ to well interpret the ambiguity condition. The ambiguity determines if a shape is near the decision boundaries. So let $S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_n\}$ be the confidence for each class given by the classifier. We can use the difference between the best class $C_1$ and the second one $C_2$ to form the reliability function as:

$$\psi_i^{Amb} = \frac{s_i - s_j}{s_i},$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $i = C_1$, $j = C_2$. Thus, the rejection decision is:

$$r_i^{Amb} = \psi_i^{Amb} < T_i^{Amb},$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $T_i^{Amb}$ is the class dependent threshold.

2) Outlier rejection: Since each classifier is trained by a set of segments of a certain length, a classifier should be able to reject a gesture which is not similar to any of the training data. It ensures that in the multi-classifier structure, only the relative classifier will give response to an input gesture while others would make rejection.

Shown in Fig. 5, the outlier samples locate far from the center of each class. Therefore, the most important information for this rejection option is the intrinsic description of the learned data. Depending of the used classifier, this information is not always directly available [12]. If the classifier outputs approximate the density probability of the learned data as in classifiers like RBFNN or Mixture of Gaussian, then the reliability function and reject decision can be defined as:

$$\psi_i^{Out} = s_i, \quad r_i^{Out} = \psi_i^{Out} < T_i^{Out},$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $s_i$ is the output score of the best class.

3) Threshold optimization: We firstly define some notations to better explain the result of the reject option. Considering a set of $N$ training samples, Table I shows the notations to represent the number of samples in different conditions after recognition and reject options.

To evaluate the threshold, we compute the False Accept Rate (FAR), and False Reject Rate (FRR) as:

$$FAR = \frac{N_A}{N}, \quad FRR = \frac{N_R}{N}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)
For ambiguity rejection, \( N_{R}^{F} \) are the training samples which are correctly classified but wrongly rejected by reject option while the \( N_{A}^{F} \) are wrongly classified but accepted. Note that it is better to prepare a validation dataset since the high precision in training data makes \( N_{R}^{F} \) close to 0, which leads to unavailable optimization. For outlier rejection, since each classifier is trained with a set of segments in certain length, the positive samples are the classifier’s training set while the negative samples are the training sets for other classifiers. The acceptance of negative samples will be count for \( N_{A}^{F} \) and the rejection of positive samples will be \( N_{R}^{F} \). In rejection, the aim is to obtain the lowest error rate while rejecting least correct results. Intuitively, the optimization of the threshold is to find a trade-off between the FAR and FRR. Therefore, the optimal threshold for class \( i \) is defined as:

\[
T_{i}^{\text{opt}} = \arg\min_{T_{i}} \alpha_{c} \text{FAR}_{i}^{2}(T_{i}) + \alpha_{r} \text{FRR}_{i}^{2}(T_{i})
\]

where the weights \( \alpha_{c} \) and \( \alpha_{r} \) are used to balance the impact of each rate. In general case, these parameters are set to 1. Since we use the class-wise threshold, we measure the FAR, and FRR, based on each class \( i \) to learn the threshold. The two thresholds are learned independently.

Finally, the rejection of an input gesture is made if it is rejected by either reject option.

\[
r = \max(r^{\text{Amb}}, r^{\text{Out}})
\]

If the input gesture is accepted, the probability \( h_{j}(x, c_{i}) \) of the class \( i \), as shown in (1), is the conjunction of both reliability function:

\[
h_{j}(x, c_{i}) = \psi_{i}^{\text{Amb}} \ast \psi_{i}^{\text{Out}}
\]

With the reject option, the equation (1) will be changed to

\[
H(x, c_{i}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{Reject,} & \text{if } \prod_{j} r_{j,i}(x) = 1 \\
\max_{j} (\overline{r}_{j,i}(x) \ast h_{j}(x, c_{i})), & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The evaluation experiment has been conducted on the MGSet and ILG datasets. The MGSet is a dataset of multi-touch gestures. This dataset contains 45 different multi-touch gestures collected from 33 users. 3589 gestures are for training and 2259 for testing. This dataset assumes that multi-touch gestures can both be used for shortcut command and object manipulation. The early recognition problem is significant on this dataset since system should give the feedback for object manipulation gesture as soon as possible. A basic recognition result has been reported in [8].

The ILG dataset [7] is a collection of mono-stroke pen-based gestures. 38 users were asked to perform gestures for triggering 21 different commands in a simulated image edition software. The dataset is partitioned to 3 groups. Note that the first two groups contain user-defined gestures (user is allowed to design own gestures to trigger commands, see the details in [7]). Obviously, this two groups can only be used for writer-dependent experiments since it only offers few training samples for each class. To obtain a more general result, we select the third group (1926 samples, 693 for training and 1233 for testing) which has more classical properties: users all performed the same 21 gestures. Note that for both datasets, we partition 20% of the data from the training set as a validation set to learn the ambiguity threshold. Fig. 6 shows some examples from the two datasets. For both datasets, we partition 20% of the data from the training set as a validation set to learn the ambiguity threshold.

The classifier we used for each independent classifier is a Graph + LibSVM described in [8]. The confidence scores for ambiguity threshold learning are the probabilities from LibSVM. For outlier threshold, we use clustering algorithm to find three centers for each class, and compute the distances of an input gesture to the centers. The minimum distance is used as \( s_{i} \) in (4) to learn the outlier threshold. These can be replaced by any classifiers which give output confidence score for each class. The number of classifiers is set to 3. We firstly evaluate
the early recognition with regarding to the different lengths of input gestures. As we illustrated above, in the training process classifiers are trained by normalized gestures. But in testing step, since there is no clue to obtain their real size before ending, early recognition has to be applied on their original size. Fig.7 shows the gesture’s original length distribution for the test set. Each gesture is recognized on every 50 pixels of its incremental length. Referring to the notations in table I, we measure the False Accept Rate ($FAR = N_A^F/N$) and Reject Rate ($RR = N_R/N$) when using the reject option and compare them with the traditional Error Rate ($ER = N_{err}/N$) without reject strategy. The recognition results according to different lengths are shown in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 7. Histogram for the distribution of test gestures according to their length on the two datasets.](image)

Both results show that without the rejection algorithm, the ER is very high at the beginning since gestures are still ambiguous to take a distinction. Accordingly, the rejection algorithm is effective to reject most of the gestures at beginning. The RR decreases along with the decreasing of ER (without reject) which means that it well rejects the ambiguous gestures but accept the gesture as soon as it has enough distinctive information. This strategy leads to a good performance of FAR which is very low at the beginning and always lower than ER at any input length. Meanwhile, the RR is always higher than ER in the ending part, which means that some correctly classified gestures are rejected. This is the negative effect of the reject option; a low error rate is obtained at the cost of a high reject rate.

![Fig. 8. Recognition results with respect to the length of the input gesture on two datasets. FAR and RR are obtained using the reject option while ER is the traditional mis-classified rate.](image)

In operational use case, a reasonable strategy to prevent noisy decisions consists in filtering the decision by considering several consecutive outputs of the classifier. Consequently, a decision is finally accepted when the classifier gives $t$ consecutive times the same output. Results on the two datasets are shown in Table II for $t = 1$ to 6. Referring to the notation of Table I, TAR is True Accept Rate ($TAR = N_T^A/N$), FAR is False Accept Rate, RR is Reject Rate which represent the percentage of gestures which are rejected at every length until their completion, CR is correct rate ($CR = N_{cor}/N$). The Avg. length percent indicates the earliness of recognition that the decision is made at this percentage before the completion of the gesture. Since the ILG data does not contain the time label, the average decision time (Avg.T) is only measured on MGSet.

It shows an acceptable result on MGSet dataset that the accuracy rate of first time decision is 81.89% which is obtained with an average of 37.04% length of gestures. Comparing to the third result with no reject option, where the decision is also achieved around 33.98% length by 3 consecutive same results, the FAR is less than half of the ER. With the increasing of the time for consistence checking, the decision is postponed to obtain less errors. The FAR decreases from 14.56% to 3.41% while the RR increases from 3.54% to 19.17%. It indicates that we have to find a trade-off between the error rate and the reject rate. The result by $t = 2$ may be considered as an acceptable one where the FAR is 10.85% and RR is 5.71%. The comparable result from no reject option is shown at $t = 4$ where the CR is 79.59% (3.85% lower than TAR:83.44%) and ER is 20.41% (9.56% higher than FAR:10.85%). In other words, the reject options minimize the error rate by offering
we believe that in a real practice it is better to reject an input and provide some ambiguous options to select than giving a wrong result. By this way, user only need to make a selection instead of removing the wrong input and redraw it again. However, the result on ILG shows not as good as MGSet. The accuracy rate is only 30.65% for the first decision. From the Fig. 8(b), the FAR is around 20% to 30% from 50 to 200 pixels. Decisions made on this stage cause much more errors than MGSet. Therefore, the first time decision may not be acceptable in this situation. The accuracy rate on ILG dataset shows a great improvement using consistence checking. With $t = 2$, the TAR is 33.5% higher than $t = 1$ while the FAR decreases 52.73% comparing to $t = 1$. A higher time of consistence checking seems not useful since the corresponding Avg. length is over 90%.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a reject option based multi-classifier system for handwritten gesture early recognition. The reject option is designed to deal with the ambiguous gestures which have a similar beginning part. We believe that the intrinsic value of early recognition is to recognized a pattern with few information. Therefore, we study the early recognition based on the input length instead of the input time. The multi-classifier are trained with different lengths of segments and fused with reject option to find the optimal result. The experiment gives a promising result on MGSet. The system achieve 83.44% accuracy rate with 46.82% average length of input gestures. Comparing to the no reject option system, the error rate is very low at the beginning part which proves that our reject algorithm works well to reject the ambiguous gestures.

Our future work will first focus on investigating the automatic selection of the optimal number of classifiers and segment length for training instead of using empirical selection as in our experiment. We will also try to use boosting as in previous studies [6] [5] for our multi-classifier combining with the reject option.
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